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On linear functionals in Hardy-Orlicz spaces 
in the half-plane, II

Abstract. In this paper, we give a representation of modular continuous linear functionals 
on the Hardy-Orlicz space H** and a representation of norm continuous linear functionals 
on H**.

This paper is a continuation of [7]. We adopt the notation and continue the section 
numbering of [7].

3. For every function geL*'1'*, the formula

defines a linear functional modular continuous on besides,

Proof. This is obvious if g = 0. Let us suppose that the function g e L*** is 
different from zero. Then, similarly as in 2.1 we show that the formula ( + ) 
defines correctly a linear functional £ on Н*ф and that the inequalities above 
hold.

We will show that the functional £ is modular continuous on Н*ф. Let 
{Fn} be a sequence of elements of Я 51̂  modular convergent to zero: more 
precisely, let

for some constant к > 0. Let k0 be a positive number such that дф*(к0д) < oo. 
Let us take an arbitrary positive number e. Then there exists an index n1 such 
that

00
( + ) £(jF) = J F (it) g (t) dt for FeH*+

— со

lltll* = sup{|£(F)|: F e H ^ ,  ||f%  < 1} ^  \\g\\m , 

K\\m = sup{|£{F)\: F eH **, ||F||W < 1} ^  \\g\\r .

Q*(kFn)->0 as n —> со,

( 1)

Let us consider the'functions
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g(t) for m, for which |^(r)| < m,
9Л*) |q for otjjer reaj ^

for m = 1, 2 , . . .  The sequence {0m} is convergent to the function g. Since

Ф* ( к 0 19  (О ~ 9т (01) < ф* (к 0 19 (01) for m = 1, 2 , .  ,
00
f Ф* (к 0 19  (01) d t  = gr  (к 0 g) < оо,

— 00

therefore by Lebesgue’s theorem we have
со

9ф*(к о ( 9 - 9 т ) ) =  j Ф* (к о  \9 (0 9  m (01) d t  —* 0, ifm->oo.
— 00

In this case there exists an index m0 ^  2 such that

(2)
1 £ 

Яф*(ко(9-9т0) ) < ^kK
Further, we note that by Jensen’s integral inequality ([3], Chapter II)

ФSI I ™(it)gm (t)dt  ̂Ф

mo

Gf \kF„{it)\ dt < m Ф (\kF n (*0I) dt
0 J 

— mo

^ — 9 ф(кРп) for n =  1 , 2 , . . .m

Hence, we deduce that there exists an index n2 such that

(3) N 00 9mo (0 dt < -  for n ^  n2. 
3

Applying Young’s inequality ([3], Chapter I) and taking into account (1), (2), \
(3), we get for n ^  n0 = sup{nA, n2j

\t(Fn)\< s,

which concludes the proof. ■

3.1. For every linear functional £, modular continuous on Н*ф there exists 
a function g e Ь*ф* such that

( + ) £(F) =  J F  (it) g (0 dt for  F e H * * :
— 00

moreover,
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Proof. Let £ be a linear functional, modular continuous on H**. Since 
norm convergence implies modular convergence and the inclusion H°* с  H** 
holds, the functional £ is norm continuous on Я 0'*'. In view of 2.2 we deduce 
that there exists a function g eL ** such that

OO
£(F)= S F(it)g(t) dt for F e H0*,

— 00
moreover,

imi, =  sup{|{(F)|: FeH**, | |F || ,«  1}
?  sup{|£(F)|: F eH 0*, ||F ||, Г, = |Ы|(*.„

Hill», = sup{|{(F)|: FeH**, ||F||W $  1}
»  sup {|5(J7)]: F eH 0*, ||F||W 1} = M ,. .

By 3, the formula
00

rj(F)= J F (it) g (t) dt for F e H*'1'
— 00

defines correctly a linear functional, modular continuous on H**. Since both 
functionals £ and q are modular continuous on H** and also H°* is a modular 
dense set in the space FI** (Theorem 1.4, IV, [6]), therefore the obvious identity 
Ç(F) = ri (F) for F e H°* can be extended to

£(F) = >/(F) for FeH**,

which gives the formula ( + ).

3.2. The function geL*** satisfies the condition
00
J F(it)g(t)dt = 0 for FeH**

— 00
iff geH***, i.e. if g is the boundary function of an analytic function from H***.

Proof. If the function geL*** satisfies the above condition for any 
FeH**, then g satisfies this condition for each F eH 0*. By 2.4, we obtain 
geH***.

Conversely, let g e H***. Then similarly as in proof of 2.4 we get that for 
every function FeH** the product F (i •)#(•) is the boundary function of some 
analytic function of H 1(Q). By 1.3.1, we obtain the required condition for the 
function g.

3.3. We denote by (H**)f the space of all modular continuous linear 
functionals on H** equipped with the norms

Ш1, = sup{|£(F)|: FeH**, ||F ||, < 1} (Çe(H**)f),
or

m w  = sup{|£(F)|: FeH**, ||F||W ^  1} (te(H**)f).
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Let us note that the norms || • j|̂  and || • ||w satisfy the inequalities 

i  №\* < IIÉIU, «  for Çe(H**)ï.

3.4. The space (Н*ф)* is isometrically isomorphic to the quotient space 
1 *Ф*/Н*Ф* Space [*Ф*щ*Ф* fs equipped with the norm || • [|| • ||^*], if the
space (H*ф)* is equipped with the norm || • [|| • IIw]).

This isomorphism establishes the formula ( + ) from 3.
The proof of this fact is analogous to the proof of 2.7, so it is omitted here.

4. We denote by (Н*ф)* the space of all norm continuous linear 
functionals on Н*ф equipped with the norms

ll£ll,-sup{|É(F)|: FeH**, | |F | | ^  1} (£еН*ф)%
or

Kllw = sup{|£(F)|: FeH**, ||F||W «  1} ( fe(H**)*).

These norms are equivalent: namely

ilKII*« IlfII* for ie(H**)*.

It is obvious that {Н*ф)* is a subspace of (Н*ф)*.
We distinguish another subspace of (Н*ф)*. Namely, by (Н*ф)* we denote 

the class of all functionals £е (Н*ф)* such that £(F) = 0 for F еН 0ф. Let us 
note that (Н*ф)о is a linear subspace of (Н*ф)*.

4.1. (Я**)* n  (Н*ф)$ = {0}.

Proof. Let <^б(Я*^)е# п (Н *ф)о . Since Н0ф is a modular dense set in the 
space Н*ф, therefore £ (F) = 0 for F e Н*ф. m

4.2. The space (Н*ф)* is nontrivial, i.e. (Н*ф)* Ф {0}, iff N-function ф does 
not satisfy the condition (d2).

Proof. Let ф satisfy the condition (A2). Then norm and modular 
convergence are equivalent on Н*ф. Thus, we have (Н*ф)* = (Н*ф)* . Hence 
and from 4.1 we get (Н*ф)J = {0}.

Now, let us suppose that ф does not satisfy (d2). Then Н0ф is an essential 
subspace of Н*ф. Moreover, in virtue of ([5], Theorem 4.5), Ноф is a closed 
subspace of Н*ф equipped with the norm || • ||^. We easily establish that the 
functional

СЛ* = in f{ ||F -G ||,: О еН 0ф} (.FeH**),

is a pseudonorm on Н*ф such that [F]ф = 0 only on Н0ф, thus under our 
assumption it is a nontrivial pseudonorm.

We take an arbitrary element F0e Н*ф\ Н 0ф. Then [F0]^ > 0. We define

£o(aFo) = a [F 0]„
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for an arbitrary complex number a. It is obvious that £0 is a linear functional 
on the straight line {aF0: aeC] such that

I f o r  Fe{aF0: aeC).

By the Hahn-Banach Theorem we deduce that there exists a linear functional 
Ç on H** such that

£ (F) = Ço{F) for Fe{aF0: aeC},

|{ ( f ) l< [ f ]*  for F eH **.
The functional £ is norm continuous on H**, because

for FeH**.
Since for F eH 0* we have [ЯЦ = 0, thus the functional £ satisfies the condition

£(F) = 0 for F eH 0*.
From the fact that £(F0) = £0(F0) = [F0]^ > 0 it follows finally that the 
functional £ is nontrivial on H**. This proves that (H**)* Ф {0}. ■

4.3. Suppose an N-function i{/ does not satisfy the condition (d2). Then there 
is no nontrivial functional Ç e (H**)* which can be expressed in the form ( + ) from 
3, where g eL ***.

This fact is a consequence of 4.1.

4.4. Every functional Çe(H**)* is represented uniquely in the form

£ = Ci + £2>
where ^e(H**)* and Ç2e(H**)$.

Proof. Let £ be a linear functional norm continuous on H**. Then t, is 
a linear functional norm continuous on H0*, too. Therefore, by 2.2, there exists 
a function geL*** such that

OO
<*(F) = j F (it) g (t) dt for F eH 0*.

— 00
In view of 3, the formula

00
£j(F) = J F (it) g (t) dt for FeH**

— 00
defines a modular continuous linear functional on H**. It is obvious that the 
functional <̂2 =  ̂ is linear and norm continuous on Я ** and satisfies the 
condition £2(F) = 0 for F eH 0*. Thus the functional Çe(H**)* is represented 
in the form Ç = ^  + £2, where ^e(H **)f and Ç2e(H**) *. Let us observe that 
the proof of the uniqueness is equivalent to the property that {H**)* and 
(H**)* have only one common element, namely the zero functional on H**, 
which follows from 4.1. ■
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